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Abstract

Imaging-derived mean square displacement (iMSD) is used to address the structural

and dynamic properties of subcellular nanostructures, such as vesicles involved in the

endo/exocytotic trafficking of solutes and biomolecules. iMSD relies on standard time-

lapse imaging, is compatible with any optical setup, and does not need to dwell on

single objects to extract trajectories. From each iMSD trace, a unique triplet of average

structural and dynamic parameters (i.e., size, local diffusivity, anomalous coefficient)

is calculated and combined to build the "iMSD signature" of the nanostructure under

study.

The potency of this approach is proved here with the exemplary case of

macropinosomes. These vesicles evolve in time, changing their average size, number,

and dynamic properties passing from early to late stages of intracellular trafficking.

As a control, insulin secretory granules (ISGs) are used as a reference for subcellular

structures that live in a stationary state in which the average structural and dynamic

properties of the whole population of objects are invariant in time. The iMSD

analysis highlights these peculiar features quantitatively and paves the way to similar

applications at the sub-cellular level, both in the physiological and pathological states.

Introduction

Subcellular nanostructures (e.g., endocytic/secretory

vesicles, organelles) play a pivotal role in cell-signaling

regulation1 . Proper tuning of their structural (e.g., size) and/

or dynamic (e.g., diffusivity) characteristics determines how

the cell responds to internal or external stimuli2,3 ,4 . Based

on this evidence, it is not surprising that alterations of these

characteristics are found in many pathological conditions.

Examples encompass the role of misregulated endocytosis

in cancer2,3 , the structural and dynamic alterations found

at the level of ISGs in β-cells exposed to Type-2 Diabetes

conditions5 , the misregulation of lysosomal structural

and transport properties in globoid-cell leukodystrophy or
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galactosylceramide lipidosis6 , and dysfunctionalities in the

endo-lysosomal pathway in neurodegenerative disorders

(e.g., Alzheimer's disease)7 .

In this context, researchers have recently proved that

the performance of standard optical microscopy methods

can be enhanced by properly tuning spatial and temporal

sampling resolution8 . This, in turn, may provide further

insight into biological processes of relevance. In practice,

this is made possible by an algorithm of spatiotemporal

fluctuation analysis, which simultaneously extracts the

average structural and dynamic properties of diffusing objects

directly from the standard stack of optical microscopy images

without any need for preliminary knowledge on the biological

object of interest and extraction of single-object trajectories.

All this information is enclosed in a single output of the

method: an iMSD trace9  (details on the iMSD trace derivation

and analysis are given in Supplemental File 1).

The resulting experimental protocol consists of a few steps.

First, imaging of the region of interest is performed at

high temporal resolution. Then, average spatial-temporal

correlation functions are calculated from the stack of images.

Finally, by Gaussian fitting of the series of correlation

functions, the average 'diffusion law' is obtained directly

from imaging and analyzed to recognize the object diffusion

mode. The potential of the method was already proved

for a variety of biological objects, ranging from molecules

to nanoparticles and even entire subcellular organelles/

structures9,10 ,11 ,12 ,13 ,14 ,15 .

This paper reports iMSD application to macropinosomes

to highlight their intrinsic, irreversible time-evolving nature

in terms of their average (i.e., at the whole population

level) structural and dynamic properties. Further, these

endocytic vesicles are compared to ISGs as a reference for

subcellular structures in a 'stationary state', i.e., a state in

which the average structural/dynamic properties of the whole

population of granules remain constant at any time point.

Macropinocytosis defines a series of events initiated by the

extensive reorganization (or ruffling) of the plasma membrane

to form an external macropinocytic structure that is then

internalized16 . The formed early-stage macropinosomes are

very similar to phagosomes. At the same time, they can be

distinguished from other forms of endocytic vesicles owing to

their characteristic large size, morphological heterogeneity,

and lack of protein-coat structures.

Biochemical assays revealed that, upon internalization,

macropinosomes progressively get enriched with protein

markers of other endocytic pathways, in turn, suggesting

that their identities are continuously changing during

trafficking17 . Using antibodies against known markers

of the endosomal pathway, it was demonstrated that

macropinosomes progressively adopt classical endosomal

features: they diminish in size, develop into late endocytic

structures (e.g., lysosomes), or eventually lose their identity

via membrane-mediated retrieval of specific molecular

markers (e.g., sorting nexins)18,19 . The overall scenario is

that every single macropinosome within the cell irreversibly

changes its structural and dynamic (as well as molecular)

identity during trafficking from the plasma membrane to

its final intracellular fate. As a result, the structural/

dynamic/molecular properties of the whole population of

macropinosomes are also changing along the same temporal

path. Being intrinsically sensitive to the average properties

of the whole population of observed objects, the iMSD

method quantitatively depicts the 'evolving nature' by the

quantification of key average parameters, i.e., the local

diffusivity and anomalous coefficient (dynamic properties)
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and the average size of the macropinosomes (structural

property) at any stage of their intracellular trafficking.

For comparison, similar measurements were performed on

a well-known intracellular membrane-enclosed structure, the

ISG, in a model of β-cells. Like macropinosomes, the

regulation of the structural and dynamic properties of ISGs,

from their genesis at the Trans Golgi Network (TGN) to

their exocytosis at the plasma membrane, is pivotal to

the proper execution of ISG function20 . However, unlike

macropinosomes, ISGs live in a 'stationary state' in which,

at any time, all the functional/structural/molecular stages of

ISG lifespan are simultaneously present within the cell, and

each is represented by a specific subpopulation of ISGs. This

means that although every single granule irreversibly evolves

from biogenesis to secretion, the average structural/dynamic

properties of the whole population of granules is expected to

remain constant at any time point (unless the stationary state

conditions are changed, for instance, by external stimuli such

as glucose, cholesterol, and cytokines13 ). This is confirmed

by iMSD analysis.

Protocol

1. Sample preparation

1. Before the microscopy experiment, subculture cells in

dishes suited for microscopy applications.

1. Wash a 10 cm tissue-culture-treated dish of

confluent HeLa or INS 1E (insulinoma β-cell-like)

cells twice with 0.01 M 1x PBS, add 1 mL of

0.05% trypsin-EDTA (1x), and place it in a 37 °C,

humidified, 5% CO2 incubator for 5 min.

2. Resuspend the detached cells by adding 9 mL of

complete DMEM (for HeLa cells) or RPMI 1640 (for

INS-1E cells) medium, and collect the final 10 mL in

centrifuge tubes.

3. Seed approximately 2 × 105  cells in each 35 mm x

10 mm dish in a final volume of 1 mL of the medium.

Incubate the cells for 24 h at 37 °C and 5% CO2.

2. To fluorescently label lysosomes, use LysoTracker Red

DND-99.

1. Dilute the stock solution in 1 mL of prewarmed

medium to a final dye concentration of 70 nM.

2. Replace the medium from the dish with fresh

LysoTracker-containing medium. Incubate the cells

in LysoTracker-containing medium for 20 min at 37

°C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere, and wash them twice

with fresh medium before the experiment.

3. To fluorescently label macropinosomes, use 70-

kDa fluorescein isothiocyanate-dextran. Wash the

subcultured cells three times with 0.01 M 1x

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), replace with

dextran-containing medium (1 mg/mL), and incubate

at 37 °C for 30 min. Before proceeding with the

microscopy experiment, wash the cells three times

with fresh medium.

4. To fluorescently label ISGs in INS-1E cells, transfect

the cells using transfection reagent (see the

Table of Materials) and C-peptide-enhanced green

fluorescent protein (EGFP) plasmid13  according to

the manufacturer's protocol, and incubate at 37

°C for 24 h in a 5% CO2 atmosphere before the

experiment.
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2. Data Acquisition

1. To let the microscope equilibrate at the desired

temperature and atmosphere, turn on the microscope

incubator-controlling system at least 2 h before the

experiment.
 

NOTE: Each acquisition is a time-lapse series.

2. Acquire the images using an inverted confocal

microscope equipped with a 60x, 1.2 Numerical Aperture

(NA) water-immersion objective.

3. Use a 488 nm Argon laser for excitation of

EGFP (transfected cells) and fluorescein-labeled

macropinosomes. Collect the fluorescence emission

between 500 and 600 nm using a standard

photomultiplier tube detector.

4. Use a 543 nm HeNe laser to excite Lysotracker and

collect its fluorescence emission between 555 and 655

nm.

5. Set the diameter of the detection pinhole to the size of

1 Airy. For each acquisition, collect a series of 1000

sequential frames. Set the pixel-dwell time to 2 µs/pixel

for a frame time of 129 ms.
 

NOTE: Each frame consisted of 256 x 256 pixels (16

bit/pixel) with a physical dimension of 69 nm/pixel,

corresponding approximately to an area of 17 µm x 17

µm.

3. iMSD calculation

NOTE: To properly execute the calculation, use software

capable of numeric calculation and script programming. The

specific script (i.e., for the 'iMSD.m' script file, see Supporting

File 1) must be present in the same directory containing the

image series to be processed. Each image of the series must

be saved as a distinct '.tif' file.

1. To properly initialize the instrumental parameters used

for the acquisitions, open iMSD.m with the software text

editor and modify its first section as follows.

1. Set N as the number of frames in the time series

(e.g., 1000 in this protocol).

2. Set px_size: pixel size, expressed in µm (e.g., 0,069

in this protocol).

3. Set f: temporal resolution of each frame, expressed

in seconds (e.g., 0,129 in this protocol).

4. Set Filter: binary input for background correction,

set the value to '0' to process raw images, or set the

value to '1' to perform a threshold-based background

subtraction.

5. Set av_toll: threshold for background correction;

any pixel with intensity lower than this value will be

set as 0 if Filter=1.

6. Set bit as the integer number determining the

intensity sampling (e.g., 8 bit, 16 bit).

2. Save and run the edited iMSD.m script file.

3. Check the script execution.
 

NOTE: The calculation processing status can be checked

on the command window; if any fatal problem occurs, the

process will be interrupted, and a warning message will

be displayed to show the error type and the related line

code. Otherwise, follow steps 3.3.1-3.3.3.

1. Import the image stack and subtract the background

(if required).

2. Calculate the spatiotemporal correlation function

G(ξ,η,τ) using the Fourier method.
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3. Fit the spatiotemporal correlation function with a 2D

Gaussian function.
 

NOTE: At the end of the process, the output

values of the σ2 (τ) fitting procedures will be shown

in the command window: averages, error, and

corresponding goodness (R2 ) of fitting are reported.

4. Check the graphical output.
 

NOTE: The iMSD curve and the corresponding fitting

curves are shown in three separate panels, each for a

different type of fitting equation used: Brownian diffusion,

anomalous diffusion, or confined diffusion. For each

curve, the R2  value is reported in the graph legend.

5. Check the text output.
 

NOTE: At the end of the process, an '.xls' file is created

with the same name of the original time-lapse '.tif' file.

The first sheet contains the values of ξ, η, τ, and σ2

calculated for each time-delay. The input parameters

and principal calculated output values are reported in

the second sheet, i.e., diffusion coefficient, anomalous

coefficient, and y-axis σ20 intercept.

Representative Results

The general workflow of the method is presented in Figure

1. It recapitulates the main steps presented in the protocol

section, from sample preparation (Figure 1A) to time-

lapse imaging of intracellular nanostructures (Figure 1B),

fluctuation analysis for the calculation of the series of

spatiotemporal correlation functions (Figure 1C), and fitting

for the derivation of the average structural/dynamic properties

of the object under study (Figure 1D).

A critical parameter is the time resolution adopted for imaging

the subcellular object of interest. This experimental value

will set the time threshold at which the minimum average

displacement of the objects of interest will be measured.

However, the preferred condition is setting a time resolution

of imaging at which the object of interest appears 'immobile'

within the captured frame, i.e., it displays a characteristic

size that, on average, is not deformed due to the imaging

speed. This is technically possible if the object of interest

is a membrane-enclosed subcellular structure or organelle

(as in this case). Typically, subcellular structures exhibit local

diffusion coefficients (D, µm2 /s, see Table 1) that are several

orders of magnitude lower than those of isolated single

molecules in the cytoplasm (e.g., GFP21 ). Validation can be

performed by artificially immobilizing the organelle of interest

(e.g., by chemical fixation). Indeed, this condition can serve

as a reference to determine the actual organelle size under

the experimental conditions used (e.g., excitation wavelength,

pixel size, objective).

Here, although lysosomes were used as test organelles for

this procedure, the results are valid independently from the

target structure. Figure 2A shows an image of a fixed (i.e.,

immobile) lysosome along with an acquisition performed on

live cells at the appropriate temporal resolution (i.e., typically

below 100 ms/frame; e.g., 65 ms/frame in the example in

Figure 2B) and an acquisition performed intentionally at very

low temporal resolution (e.g., 10 s/frame in the example in

Figure 2C). For each condition, the size of the diffusing object

is extracted as follows: i) an intensity profile of the spot is

derived by the line tool in ImageJ software; ii) the intensity

profile is plotted and interpolated by a Gaussian function

to calculate the full width at half maximum (FWHM) value

that, in turn, is used as an estimate of the spot diameter

(Figure 2D). As expected and shown in the plot of Figure 2E,

the acquisition at very high temporal resolution (i.e., 65 ms/

frame) yields an average size of the structure close to that
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obtained in the fixed sample, either by using the standard tool

described above or by extracting the iMSD y-axis intercept.

Instead, the acquisition at slow speed yields an increase in the

apparent size of the structure, owing to the natural structure

dynamics during imaging. Under suboptimal experimental

conditions, the structural/dynamic information extracted does

not faithfully reflect the intrinsic properties of the object under

study.

Once the main experimental parameters are selected,

datasets can be produced for the target intracellular

structures. For macropinosomes, after 20 min of incubation

of the cells with 70 kDa dextrans, time series of the

labeled intracellular structures were acquired at different time

points after treatment, from 30 min up to approximately

180 min. Interestingly, a gradual change in the structural

and dynamic properties of macropinosomes is detected

during trafficking (Figure 3; distributions of σ02 , Dm, α,

and N for macropinosomes are reported in the plots on

the left). While no obvious changes in the local diffusivity

(Dm) of macropinosomes are detected during trafficking, both

the characteristic size (σ02 ) and overall mode of motion

(α) evolve in time.

Of particular note, a decrease in the average size of the

macropinosomes is observed during trafficking (Figure 3A,

left), together with a concomitant increase in the subdiffusive

nature of their motion (i.e., denoted as a decrease in α

values, Figure 3C, left panel). Additionally, the number of

macropinosomes was extracted from each acquisition: the

results, reported in Figure 3D, left panel, clearly reveal an

increase in the number of macropinosomes in time. All these

results are in good agreement with the expectations because

dextran-labeled macropinosomes are supposed to originate

as isolated, large membrane-enclosed vesicles at the plasma

membrane (that are also competent for movement along

cytoskeletal components) but are supposed to gradually

communicate with the endo-lysosomal pathway made up of a

large population of smaller and randomly diffusing structures.

As anticipated above, the results for macropinosomes are

in contrast to similar measurements performed on ISGs

(Figure 3, right column). Insulin granules do not show a

time-evolving trend of the iMSD-derived structural/dynamic

parameters (and their average number within the cell) in the

same time window observed for macropinosomes. Moreover,

the characteristic values of σ02 , Dm, and α are quite different

from those of lysosomes, used again as a reference. This

result confirms the idea, as anticipated above, that granules

are probed in a 'stationary state' in which, at any time, the

average structural/dynamic properties of the whole population

of ISGs are unchanged (i.e., they remain constant, unless

the stationary-state conditions change, for instance, due to

external stimuli).
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Figure 1: Experimental workflow. (A) Cells were plated 24 h (48 h for transfection experiments) before confocal

experiments onto cell dishes suited for microscopic applications. Cells were then suitably treated according to the labeling

method (see protocol) to stain the cytoplasmic organelle of interest. (B) A typical confocal acquisition consists of a

stack of images (time-lapse) of a cytoplasmic portion of a living cell, describing the time-evolution of labeled organelle

dynamics. (C) Time-lapse movie is analyzed with a custom-made Matlab script, first calculating spatiotemporal image

correlation function and Gaussian fitting to plot iMSD curves (D) and related extracted fitting parameters describing structural

dynamics parameters of imaged organelles. Abbreviations: iMSD = imaging-derived mean square displacement; STICS =

spatiotemporal image correlation spectroscopy; α = anomalous diffusion coefficient; Dm = local diffusivity; σ2 (τ) = variance.

Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 2: Proper experimental parameters. (A) Exemplary image of stained lysosomes in a fixed sample. Scale bar = 2

µm. (B) The first frame of a stack of images of stained lysosomes in a living cell, acquired with the appropriate parameters.

Temporal resolution: 65 ms/frame. Scale bar = 2 µm. (C) The first frame of a stack of images of stained lysosomes in a living

cell, acquired at low speed: artifactual deformation of the apparent lysosome size due to organelle motion during imaging is

visible. Temporal resolution: 10 s/frame. Scale bar = 2 µm. (D) Example of size calculation for imaged lysosomes in a blue

ROI of (A), (B), and (C). The intensity profile along the blue line was fitted with a Gaussian function to retrieve the FWHM,

i.e., an estimate of spot size. FWHM values are reported for each fitting. (E) Graphical representation of size values obtained

by image analysis described in panel (D) for all imaged lysosomes (black square, mean value, and standard deviation),

for lysosomes enclosed within the blue ROI (blue triangle), and retrieved by iMSD analysis (red circle). This figure is from
22 . Abbreviations: ROI = region of interest; FWHM = full-width at half-maximum; iMSD = imaging-derived mean square

displacement. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 3: Temporal evolution of labeled organelles. (A) Plots of iMSD-extracted size values vs. time progression of

subsequent acquisitions represented as a mean of measured values in acquisitions performed on a 10-min time window.

On the left, progressive reduction in the average size of macropinosomes (black circles) and on the right, the time-invariant

size of insulin secretory granules (black squares) compared to lysosomes, represented as average size value (thicker red

line) ± standard deviation (dashed red lines). (B) and (C) Time progression of Dm and α coefficients for macropinosomes

(left) and insulin granules (right) extracted by iMSD analysis. (D) Time-evolution of numbers of labeled macropinosomes and

insulin granules measured in the first frame of each acquired time-lapse movie. Abbreviations: iMSD = imaging-derived mean

square displacement; α = anomalous diffusion coefficient; Dm = local diffusivity, N = number. Please click here to view a

larger version of this figure.
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Organelle Labelling Cell Line Size (nm) Dm ( ×

10-3

μm2 /s)

α N Ref.

Early Endosome (EE) CellLight Early

Endosome GFP

HeLa 395±74 3.0±2.4 1.02±0.20 40 10

Late Endosome (LE) CellLight Late

Endosome GFP

HeLa 693±102 15.4±10.6 0.57±0.16 58 10

Lysosome (LY) LysoTracker DND-99 HeLa 471±76 15.3±9.0 0.49±0.13 143 10, 14

Caveola (CAV) Caveolin-EGFP HeLa 405±49 3.1±1.8 1.00±0.22 15 10

Clathrin Coated

Vescicle (CCV)

Transferrin-Alexa 488 HeLa 513±62 16.2±9.9 0.48±0.17 33 10

Insulin Granule (IG) C-peptide-EGFP INS-1E 335±56 3.0±1.7 0.70±0.14 107 11

Early Macropinosome

(EMCR)

Fluorescein-

Dextran 70 kDa

HeLa 979±423 8.3±9 0.79±0.27 36 10

Intermediate

Macropinosome

(IMCR)

Fluorescein-

Dextran 70 kDa

HeLa 702±180 13.7±19.9 0.60±0.38 29 10

Late Macropinosome

(LMCR)

Fluorescein-

Dextran 70 kDa

HeLa 592±127 5.8±4.7 0.39±0.21 21 10

Table 1: Structural and dynamic iMSD-extracted parameters. The table shows the values of size, Dm, and α coefficient

measured for different organelles, specifying labeling strategies, the cell line used, and the number of analyzed acquisitions.

Values are reported as mean ± standard deviation. Abbreviations: iMSD = imaging-derived mean square displacement; α

= anomalous diffusion coefficient; Dm = local diffusivity, N = number; GFP = green fluorescent protein; EGFP = enhanced

green fluorescent protein.

Supplemental File 1: Details on the iMSD trace derivation

and analysis. Please click here to download this File.

Supporting File 1: Please click here to download this File.

Discussion

The properties and advantages of iMSD are evident

when compared to the techniques available to retrieve

analogous information. For structural information, the

preferred choice is transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

analysis. By this method, ultrastructural details at molecular
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resolution and even beyond can be retrieved, even for

subcellular nanostructures. Nevertheless, the peculiar spatial

resolution of TEM is achieved at the expense of the

information in the temporal dimension, which is of interest

here. To compensate for this, the recent advances in

live-cell imaging technologies are of particular interest.

These include new fluorescent markers with increased

performances (e.g., brightness and photostability), optimized

labeling procedures, and more sensitive detectors. In

addition, analytical tools are available to address both

structural (e.g., 'size' by phasor-based analysis of local

image correlation spectroscopy, PLICS23 , aggregation/

oligomerization by Number&Brightness analysis24 ) and

dynamic (e.g., diffusion law by single-particle tracking,

i.e., (SPT)25,26 ,27 ,28 ) parameters on the subcellular scale.

The SPT method affords direct access to the object trajectory

and its MSD. However, the disadvantage is the need for a low

density of the probe and very bright labels and many single-

object trajectories to be measured to satisfy statistical criteria.

With respect to the temporal resolution of the measurement,

inorganic, photostable probes (e.g., quantum dots or metal

nanoparticles) can increase SPT performance but at the

expense of complex production and labeling procedures.

Compared to these standards, the iMSD method described

here shows some key advantages. First, this approach can

be used in conjunction with relatively dim fluorescent tags,

such as genetically encoded fluorescent proteins (e.g., the

application to ISGs). Thus, compared to SPT, a higher

temporal resolution is achieved (using the same label) due

to the lower amount of photons required8 . Second, the

iMSD method is limited only by the temporal resolution but

not diffraction. In fact, despite the diffraction-limited optical

setup used, average molecular displacements even below the

diffraction limit can be measured, as already demonstrated

for molecular flows by using STICS29 . The actual resolution

in the measurement of displacements depends on how

accurately (in terms of signal to noise) the correlation function

can be measured, thus explaining why it is not limited

by diffraction. Thus, it appears clear that the minimum

displacement that can be measured depends on the diffusivity

of the object of interest and the temporal resolution of the

imaging setup.

In this regard, it is important to consider that application

to subcellular nanostructures, such as macropinosomes or

insulin granules, with a laser scanning microscope is optimal:

the scanning speed available is significantly higher than

the dynamics of the object of interest. In such a case, the

movement of the objects during the acquisition is negligible,

and the correlation function can be approximated by a

Gaussian function. Finally, the iMSD approach can be easily

applied to a wide range of commercial optical microscopy

setups based on raster scan or wide-field camera-based

imaging, with no need for system calibration (required only if

an accurate estimate of particle size needs to be achieved).

An important parameter for the method to work is proper

spatial sampling. As a general rule, to reach satisfactory

convergence of the fitting algorithm, the minimum size of the

region of interest for imaging should be at least 3 times larger

than the maximum displacement of interest.

In conclusion, the iMSD method requires only a microscope

equipped for fast acquisition. The structure of interest can

be tagged to any genetically encoded or organic fluorophore,

thus enabling multichannel imaging. It is envisioned that

cross-iMSD analysis will be used in the near future to select

subpopulations of subcellular nanostructures and reveal

their interactions and co-diffusion within the cell, the latter

being a hot topic in cellular biophysics. If any detail is
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lost by iMSD analysis, this is certainly related to the large

amount of molecular information within dynamic subcellular

nanostructures. Such information is inevitably averaged out

during the measurement due to poor temporal resolution.

Theoretically, however, there is no technical limit due to

the possibility to retrieve molecular information, provided

that sufficient acquisition speeds can be achieved8 . Due to

the continuous improvements in detector speed/sensitivity

and imaging technologies, it is envisioned that information

about the whole subcellular compartment and its molecular

constituents will be extracted from a single dataset.
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